HERMAN REEVES

LEAN FABRICATION EXPERTISE FOR A COMPETITIVE GLOBAL ECONOMY!

FORM—FIT—FUNCTION!

CNC Laser Cutting Processing
BySprint Pro 4020 is a dynamic high-speed laser cutting system for maximum
operational and economic efficiency!
The new BySprint Pro 4020 is a highly efficient new 4400 watt laser with a
larger 6.5 x 13 cutting area/table size. This represents nearly a 78% increase in
available working area over our previous machine allowing for more efficient
sheet nesting utilization and larger part processing capabilities.
The BySprint represents our commitment to continuous improvement, part
cost decrease and reducing touch labor initiatives – just another example of
our ability to help customers excel in a global competitive manufacturing
industry.

BUILD TO PRINT PROCESSES!

NEWEST TECHNOLOGY!

HIGHLY FLEXIBLE AND PRODUCTIVE
SHEARING CAPABILITY IDEAL FOR
QUICK TURNAROUND PRECISION
BLANK NEEDS!
MAX. SHEARING CAPACITY 6.35mm
CUTTING LENGTH

4050mm

BACK GAUGE RANGE

1000mm

GAP

150mm

CNC SHEAR
LASER

PUNCH, BEND, TAP AND FORM!

FORMING

Advanced forming and bending—Large tool capacity
(reduces set up)—High-speed operation—Wide clearance and free space around the punch head for special
part/forming application.

TRUBEND 7036

Outstanding productivity!

WELDING

1 - Jetliner Seam Welder
8 - Miller units Mig/Tig
351 - Syncrowave
350 DX
250 OTC Welder
LORS Spot Welder 23KDA

The gearless, direct-drive
motor delivers high torque
even when rotating at
low speed – the optimum
requirements for achieving
a high press force coupled
with
a high throughput
rate. This extremely energyefficient
electric
motor
helps reduce energy costs
thus providing a competitive/cost saving opportunity
for present and future
customers!

The Strippit PX-Series offers the flexibility to punch,
form, bend and tap on a single machine maximizing complete multiple processes. This includes complex, threedimensional parts thus reducing touch labor. The Strippit PX
-Series punch press provides exceptional forming capabilities, all-tool rotation of up to 200 tools, high hit rates, large
work piece handling.

PUNCHING

CUSTOM VALVES FROM HERMAN REEVES
We are a Norfab Official Dealer

Doubled Blade Valves

Expert Fabricators—Expert Ductwork

The double blade valve diverts fiber to feed two different sources
and is constructed with two blades with felt seals on the inside of
the valve. It is equipped with one air cylinder, two confirmation
switches, and one solenoid. This valve can be used under positive or
negative pressure.


Herman Reeves specializes in sheet metal and ductwork fabrication for
Industrial and Commercial applications. Regardless of size (with 54 years
of expertise), we have completed multiple projects while achieving customer satisfaction!

Blast Gate Valves

Constructed of heavy 14ga thick galvanized or stainless steel,
with bolted construction. Supplied with flange bearings, and
bolted lexan window for easy access.



45 degree angle only



Operated by compressed air cylinders—controlled by electrically connected solenoid—120v control circuit and 75 psi minimum air pressure—Optional 24v DC or AC control circuits
available.

HERMAN REEVES

SOLUTIONS FOR A GLOBAL COMPETITIVE ECONOMY

Automatic energy saving blast gates operated by double-acting
compressed air cylinders. Cylinders are controlled by electricallyconnected solenoid or remote switch. Available in sizes 4" diameter
to 36" diameter. Options 24V DC or AC control circuits available. 120
control circuit and 75psi minimum air pressure.

Tee Distributor Valves The Tee Distributor Valve offers the flexibility to feed two sources of
Fiber flow at the same time or one source at a time. This valve is
equipped with two air cylinders and controls.

Single Blade Valve

Design and Engineering
The Engineering Department at Herman Reeves is the driving force behind
production. Every customer’s order starts, and is tracked throughout the
manufacturing process, by this group. Working with an array of programming software, our engineers can import customer-supplied drawings
and .dxf files from almost any CAD software on the market. We work oneon-one with customers to develop or enhance their design.
YOUR reputation is OUR reputation!
An attitude that permeates every
facet of our organization driving an
attention/urgency to detail and assuring Herman Reeves that it is done
correctly the first time and every time.
YOUR CAN TRUST HERMAN REEVES!

The Single Blade Valve receives fiber and is constructed with one
blade with felt seals on the inside of the valve—the Single Blade
Valve is equipped with one air cylinder, two confirmation switches,
one solenoid and can be used with positive or negative pressure. It is
constructed of heavy 14ga thick galvanized or stainless steel, with
bolted construction. The valve design is supplied with flange bearings, and bolted lexan window for easy access. Available with 45
degree angle only - Operated by compressed air cylinders, controlled
by electrically connected solenoid. 120v control circuit and 75 psi
minimum air pressure. Optional 24v DC or AC control circuits available.

Air Bypass Valves This valve allows fresh air to enter into the side of the valve. This valve is equipped
with one air cylinder, two confirmation switches, and one solenoid. This valve can be
used under positive or negative pressure.
New and reconditioned valves are always available.
HI VAC Valves Good selection of reconditioned HI VAC Valves at all times.

SEE OUR EQUIPMENT LIST @ WWW.HERMANREEVES.COM

FORM—FIT—FUNCTION
BUILD TO P R INT

Small Business Qualified

1617 EAST OZARK AVENUE
GASTONIA, NC 28054
(704) 865 2231
WWW.HERMANREEVES.COM

